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Mix the Old
with the New
A framed Hermes scarf takes center stage
above the fireplace in the Hoveys’ Brooklyn
brownstone. The scarf is especially dear to
the sisters, as it belonged to their late
mother, Lana, an avid collector and inspiration for the girls. “Just like our mom, we’re
constantly on the hunt for new finds with
their own varied histories to give our family’s
old pieces new context,” says Hollister, who
added a sleek pair of mid-century, faux
ostrich-skin chairs and bold horns to
their old family treasures to create a lively
yet structured living room.
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Nostalgia Made

NEW

Collecting and decorating tips from
two “heirloomists” known for their
eclectic, contemporary take on
vintage style.
B Y B A R B A R A G L AT T
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PORTER HOVEY

What do mounted taxidermy, a framed
Hermes silk scarf and a German
pith helmet have in common? They all belong in the
nostalgic, spirited interiors of “heirloomists” Hollister and Porter Hovey.
Whether your design aesthetic is traditional or leans towards the contemporary,
their new book, Heirloom Modern, demonstrates that anyone can be an heirloomist; all
it takes is a discerning eye and a dedicated spirit.
The Hovey sisters embrace the term “heirloom” with contemporary zeal. “We’ve
added our own style to the mix, reinterpreting the lessons our parents taught us
through a modern lens with a different set of influences and experiences,” says Hollister.
The Hoveys are known to practice what they preach. According to Hollister,
“Porter and I incorporate vintage and junk store shopping into our daily rituals the
way others work in coffee runs, gas refueling or trips to the grocery store.”
Just remember to collect what you love—it’s the stories behind the collections and
their relevance to you that personalize and shape your home. Hollister sums it up best:
“Craftsmanship, materials and artistry may make objects valuable; it’s the human
touch, the stories and the provenance that make them priceless.”
See Shopping Guide, page 128.
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Be Bold and Beautiful
Play with the balance of color and texture to add a modern
twist to your collectibles. Hollister recommends that you
“mix high and low, and classics with ethnic pieces. Stick to
natural fibers and materials. Buy heritage brands instead of
the new copies. Embrace color.” The bold ikat ethnic print,
red daybed and dark-hued walls play by the rules and add a
welcome contrast to a series of antique yachting
photographs and rustic duck decoys.

“...Anyone can be an

heirloomist,

all it takes is a discerning eye and a dedicated spirit.”

Remember to Edit
Cultivate a setting high on style by carefully grouping
your collectibles. Remember less is more—don’t go
overboard with one particular object, or your interior will
begin to look kitschy! This stylish interior is achieved
with an edited eye—hunt themed oil paintings, antique
walking sticks, even utilitarian wellies, which all add to
the beauty of this equestrian chic interior.
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Hollister and Porter Hovey, sisters and
partners at Hovey Interiors, champion
the “Heirloomist Movement” or “New
Antiquarian Movement”—an eclectic,
adventurous aesthetic that imbues
homes with an old-world essence
through carefully curated flea market
finds, collectibles and antique handme-downs. In Heirloom Modern, the
Hoveys delve into the lives and interiors of a stylish set of heirloomists
who’ve taken their passion for curiosities, collectibles and art and infused a
dose of modern historical style into
their home décor.
The designers’ passion for nostalgic
design began in their childhood home:
both parents embraced a cultivated
design aesthetic and filled their home
with a curated collection of knickknacks and mementos that included
antique Scottish military prints and
vintage Japanese silk kimonos. Today,
their Brooklyn home is a testament to
their design ethos—an evolved, inviting space filled with stacks of vintage
luggage, needlepoint pillows and an
eclectic collection of taxidermy.

Express Yourself
Take an object you love and build around it. Bold strokes of
color dominate this playful entryway, which pays homage to
its owner’s passion: vintage paint-by-number sets. Use your
collection to express your personality and create a living
environment that is unique to you.

For more information, read Heirloom
Modern by Hollister and Porter Hovey,
published by Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., © 2013; visit rizzoliusa.com.
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